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Introduction
I We describe the development of a BVLOS (Beyond Visual Line-Of-Sight) model
aircraft (UAV). The broad design requirements included:
1. BVLOS Legal authorization by the Swiss Federal Aviation authority
2. Suitable for land and water take-offs/landing
3. More than 60 minutes flight autonomy
4. Modularity of the imaging package
5. Real-time IR/RGB imagery
Requirements 1 to 3 are driven by the goal of improving estimates of lake surface
energy flux, since such fluxes have a major impact on long-term lake
temperatures and hence ecological status. Requirement 4 allows the UAV to be
readily adapted to other applications. The need for real-time imagery permits
modifications of on-going missions to map areas of specific interest as they are
detected.
Solution overview
I The prototype UAV produced to satisfy the needed characteristics was built on
the twin-engine My Twin Dream (MTD), a 1.8-m wing span airframe with a
spacious fuselage.
Figure 1: Modified MTD airframe
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Figure 2: Schematic of the subsystems used
Auto piloting
I The open source Pixhawk autopilot hardware/software permits fully autonomous
aircraft operations. Mission planning is performed through a modified version of
the open source QGroundControl software.
Figure 3: Ground control
Figure 4: Pixhawk
autopilot
Parachute system
I A Skycat R© launcher system is used to deploy parachute for water landing or in
case of emergency. A custom printed circuit board is used to control the launch
and interface it with the rest of the system.
Scientific payload
A scientific package was developed to have the following features:
I 4G/LTE communication that facilitates an internet connection with the aircraft
(for real-time aircraft monitoring and imagery from anywhere in the world)
I Thermal imaging
I RGB imaging
I First Person View(FPV) live imaging
(a) FLIR Tau 2 (b) Pi Camera V2 (c) LTE Modem
(d) Raspberry Pi 2
Figure 5: Scientific package components
Preliminary results
I Aircraft development is completed, and an extensive testing phase is underway
I First results confirm that autonomous flights in excess of 90 minutes are feasible
(a) In flight)
(b) Parachute
landing
(c) surface thermal image
Figure 6: Testing results
Conclusion
I We have developed an UAV with potential for BVLOS operations
I The UAV has a large scientific payload capacity. An instrument package with
thermal imaging + RGB cameras with live streaming is complete.
I Reliability testing and fine-tuning is underway
I Swiss Federal Aviation legal authorization application soon
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